
Sony's ultra compact SuperLite® projector
meet the demands of the user on the go with
their compact, light weight solutions and have
one of the best price to performance ratios in
the market today. The VPL-CS7
specifications are unmatched in the 0.62-inch
TFT
LCD Ultra Compact marketplace and meet the
demands of any boardroom application.

VPL-CS7
Superb brightness of 1800 ANSI lumens

The VPL-CS7 continues to accomplishes best-in-class brightness.

The VPL-CS7 adopts Sony original virtual light system with the all-new super high
aperture liquid crystal panel and newly developed bright 165W UHP lamp.
The all-new elliptical reflector with ultra smooth surface combined with a concave lens
enables very small light source and accomplish very high light collection efficiency.
This provides the audience with a clear, crisp and bright image every time.

Intelligent Auto Setup
Just turn on the power and the following sophisticated functions are initiated.

Powered lens protector: When power is switched on, the powered lens protector
opens automatically. You will never waste time looking for a missing lens cover - it is
always safe on the projector.

Powered tilt adjuster and Auto Keystone Correction: A power operated tilt adjuster
sets the projector's shooting angle, and keystone distortion is automatically corrected
according to the tilt angle. The tilt angle is adjustable from the remote control unit and
the new setting retained in memory. Keystone distortion can be corrected up to a
projector tilt angle of 15 degrees by the remote control unit. This means that images
can be projected with the correct geometry even where installation space is limited.
The previous setting of each function is held in memory and recalled automatically.
Emergency Manual Set Up is also available.

Smart APA (Auto Pixel Alignment)
No need to adjust your PC computer or VPL-CS7 for optimum picture performance,
the Smart APA function ensures that the display is automatically sized and adjusted
for optimum picture performance whatever the input signal.

New, innovative style and portable
Sony continues to develop innovative design and the VPL-CS7 is no exception!

The VPL-CS7 sets new standards in visual styling with its simple and elegant external
design. With just the buttons most commonly used located on a sleek top panel, the
VPL-CS7 overall appearance is flat and smooth, making it both attractive and easy to
carry. Other buttons and the connectors are concealed behind a cover when they are
not being used, adding to the smart appearance.

The VPL-CS7 is light, only weighing 2.9 kg (6 lb 3 oz).

Quiet Operation
Why compete with the projector for customers attention.



Model
VPL-CS7

Model Number
VPL-CS7

ANSI Luminance
1800/1500- two modes

Projection System
3 LCD panels,
1 lens projection system

LCD Panel Type
0.62-inch p-Si TFT LCD panel,
1,440,000 pixels
(480,000 pixels x 3)

Projection Lens
1.2 times zoom lens

Lamp Type
185/157W UHP lamp

Screen Size Coverage (diagonally)
40 to 300 inches

Video Resolution
600 lines

PC Native Resolution
800 x 600

Audio
1 watt (mono)

USB
Up (B type female)

Audio Inputs
Component (HD15),
Composite (RCA), S-Video

Input Acceptable
Up to SXGA resolution, Composite,
Component

PC Inputs
HD-15

Audio Inputs
Stereo Mini Jack

Automatic Setup
Yes

Tilt Adjust
Powered

Auto Sensing Input
Yes

Auto Keystone Adjustment
Yes

Auto Pixel Adjustment
Yes

Kensington Security Lock
Yes

Power Management: Max. Watts
240W

Power Management: Standby
5W

Dimensions (W x H x D)
11.6" x 3.1" x 9.4"

Weight
Approx. 6 lbs., 3 oz.

Safety Regulations
UL, cUL, FCC Class B,
IC Class B, NEMKO, CE (LVD),
CE (EMC), C-Tick, CCC

Limited Warranty
2 years parts and labor

Extended Warranty
Optional 1 year extension

Supplied Accessories
Remote Commander® Unit,
Monitor Cable (2 m):
HD D-sub 15-pin to HD
D-sub 15-pin, USB Cable
A type to B type (2 m),
AA size Battery (2),
Lens Cap, Air Filter,
Operating Manual,
Installation Manual
for Dealers

Optional Accessories
Lamp: LMP-E180
Hand Carry Case: VLC-U20TH
Ceiling Mount: PSSEC1US
Ceiling Mount: PSS/C5
Extended Warranty: 3rd and 4th year
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